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Abstract. Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is an effective and 
low‑invasive tumour therapy. However, it can induce tumour 
angiogenesis, which is a main factor leading to tumour recur‑
rence and metastasis. Activin receptor‑like kinase‑1 (ALK1) 
is a key factor regulating angiogenesis. However, it remains 
unclear whether ALK1 plays an unusual role in low‑dose 
PDT‑induced tumour angiogenesis. In the present study, 
human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) co‑cultured 
with breast cancer MDA‑MB‑231 cells (termed HU‑231 cells) 
were used to construct an experimental model of tumour 
angiogenesis induced by low‑dose PDT. The viability, and the 
proliferative, invasive, migratory, as well as the tube‑forming 
ability of the HU‑231 cells were evaluated following low‑dose 
PDT. In particular, ALK1 inhibitor and and an adenovirus 
against ALK1 were used to further verify the role of ALK1 
in low‑dose PDT‑induced tumour angiogenesis. Moreover, 
the expression of ALK1, inhibitor of DNA binding 1 (ID1), 
Smad 1, p‑Smad1/5, AKT and PI3K were detected in order 
to verify the underlying mechanisms. The findings indicated 
that low‑dose PDT enhanced the proliferative ability of the 
HU‑231 cells and reinforced their migratory, invasive and tube 
formation capacity. However, these effects were reversed with 
the addition of an ALK1 inhibitor or by the knockdown of 
ALK1 using adenovirus. These results indicated that ALK1 
was involved and played a critical role in tumour angiogenesis 
induced by low‑dose PDT. Furthermore, ALK1 was found to 
participate in PDT‑induced tumour angiogenesis by activating 

the Smad1/5‑ID1 pathway, as opposed to the PI3K/AKT 
pathway. On the whole, the present study, for the first time, to 
the best of our knowledge, demonstrates that ALK1 is involved 
in PDT‑induced tumour angiogenesis. The inhibition of ALK1 
can suppress PDT‑induced tumour angiogenesis, which can 
enhance the effects of PDT and may thus provide a novel 
treatment strategy for PDT.

Introduction

As a low‑invasive tumour treatment method, photodynamic 
therapy (PDT) can selectively accumulate photosensitizers 
at the tumour site and generate a large number of reactive 
oxygen species under the irradiation of a specific wavelength 
of visible light. Subsequently, it can directly destroy tumour 
cells, block the microvessels of tumour tissue and activate 
the inflammatory and immune responses of the tumour site, 
which aids in tumour treatment. PDT has various advantages, 
such as specific targeting and high repeatability, and is a key 
supplement to surgical resection, chemotherapy and radio‑
therapy (1). It has also been shown to lead to a good response 
in certain tumour types, including oesophageal (2), lung (3), 
breast (4) and skin (5) cancer, and its use has been approved 
in numerous countries (1,6). However, the treatment response 
to certain tumour types is poor, and tumour regrowth occurs 
following PDT (7). In the clinical process of PDT for tumours, 
the low concentration of photosensitizers is used due to the 
particularity of tumour blood vessels. Furthermore, due to 
the occurrence of the physical characteristics of light, its light 
intensity decreases with the depth of the tumour; thus, the 
efficacy of PDT decreases with the increasing depth of the 
tumour and does not reach the lethal dose (8), that is, low‑dose 
PDT.

As a critical part of the tumour microenvironment, tumour 
blood vessels are not only the channels for tumour nutrition 
delivery and tumour cell escape, but also play a crucial role 
in tumour cell invasion and metastasis, thus also greatly 
affecting the tolerance to treatment (1,9). In PDT for tumours, 
there are factors that can induce angiogenesis and reduce 
the therapeutic effect (1). To reduce angiogenesis induced 
by PDT for tumours and enhance the therapeutic effects of 
PDT, Ferrario et al (10) developed a model of PDT combined 
with anti‑angiogenic drugs to treat tumours. They used PDT 
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combined with anti‑VEGF drugs for treatment, which effec‑
tively reduced the blood vessel density of breast cancer in 
mice and improved the cure rate of breast cancer from 39% 
with PDT alone to 80‑90% with combination treatment (10). 
Furthermore, Peng et al (11) reported that the combination 
of PDT and anti‑VEGF drugs effectively inhibited tumour 
angiogenesis and growth.

Previous studies have indicated that the combination 
of PDT with anti‑angiogenic drugs provides a novel anti‑
cancer treatment strategy (12,13). Moreover, it has been 
hypothesized that this combination has great prospects for 
the development of anti‑angiogenic drugs that target key 
molecules in the tumour angiogenesis signalling pathway. 
However, other studies have found that PDT combined with 
anti‑VEGF drugs cannot effectively inhibit tumour angio‑
genesis for a long period of time (6,14). Drug resistance has 
been reported to occur at ~6 months following the use of 
anti‑VEGF drugs, and the long‑term survival rate of patients 
has not found to be significantly prolonged following combi‑
nation treatment (6,14). Therefore, it is of utmost importance 
to identify key molecules in other anti‑angiogenesis signal‑
ling pathways that can serve as targets in PDT combined with 
other therapies.

Activin receptor‑like‑kinase 1 (ALK1) is a type I receptor 
of the TGF‑β family, specifically a serine/threonine kinase 
receptor. It is a homodimeric transmembrane glycoprotein 
integrated into the cell membrane, which is mainly expressed 
in vascular endothelial cells and other vascular‑rich tissues. 
As a signalling pathway that differs from the VEGF signalling 
pathway (15), ALK1 regulates endothelial cell proliferation, 
migration and lumen formation, and plays a decisive role in 
regulating vascular development and pathological angiogen‑
esis (16,17).

Notably, ALK1 has been widely reported in tumour blood 
vessels, and the expression of ALK1 is positively associated 
with tumour vascular density (16,18). Cunha et al (19) found 
that reducing the expression level of ALK1 via genetic or 
pharmacological approaches inhibited tumour growth and 
angiogenesis. Hawinkels et al (20) confirmed through in vivo 
and in vitro experiments on three types of tumour cells that 
the use of drugs targeting ALK1 effectively inhibited tumour 
angiogenesis and enhanced the chemotherapeutic effects. 
Clinical studies have found that the use of drugs targeting 
ALK1 can reduce the density of capillaries in tumours, inhibit 
various tumour growths and inhibit the metastasis of breast 
cancer (21,22).

There is evidence to indicate that the abnormal activa‑
tion of the ALK1 signalling pathway plays a key role in the 
occurrence and development of tumour angiogenesis; thus, 
the inhibition of ALK1 may be a key strategy with which 
to prevent tumour angiogenesis. In order to clarify the role 
of ALK1 in PDT‑induced tumour angiogenesis, the present 
study used human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) 
co‑cultured with breast cancer cell MDA‑MB‑231 (termed 
HU‑231 cells) as the research object to better simulate the 
tumour intravascular environment in vivo. The present study 
aimed to reveal the role of the anti‑angiogenesis target, ALK1, 
in PDT‑induced tumour angiogenesis, thereby providing a 
theoretical basis for PDT combined with anti‑ALK1 in the 
treatment of tumours.

Materials and methods

Cells and cell culture. The MDA‑MB‑231 human breast 
cancer cells (cat. no. SCSP‑5043) were purchased from The 
Cell Bank of Type Culture Collection of the Chinese Academy 
of Sciences and HUVECs (cat. no. C0035C) were purchased 
from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc. (the cells were frozen 
and stored at the Chongqing Key Laboratory of Translational 
Medicine in Major Metabolic Diseases, Chongqing, China). 
The cells were routinely and individually cultured in DMEM 
(Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) supplemented with 
10% foetal bovine serum (Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc.) and 1% penicillin and streptomycin (Gibco; Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Inc.) at 37˚C in 5% CO2. The HUVECs were 
co‑cultured with the MDA‑MB‑231 breast cancer cells and 
termed HU‑231 cells, which were established as experimental 
subjects in the present study to simulate vascular endothelial 
cells in the intra‑tumour environment. All cell cultures were 
mycoplasma species‑negative. The experimental groups 
were as follows: The ALK1 inhibitor groups (control, PDT, 
K02288 and PDT + K02288 group; K02288 was obtained 
from Sigma‑Aldrich, Merck KGaA), adenovirus transfec‑
tion groups (control, negative control, PDT, Ad‑ALK1 and 
PDT + Ad‑ALK1 group) and PI3K inhibitor groups (control, 
PDT, LY294002 and PDT + LY294002 group; LY294002 was 
obtained from Sigma‑Aldrich, Merck KGaA). The concentra‑
tions of K02288 and LY294002 used were 5 and 10 µmol/l, 
respectively. Both inhibitors were used to treat the cells for 
24 h.

PDT. The HU‑231 cells were treated with the photosensitizer, 
pyropheophorbide‑a methyl ester (MPPa; cat. no. P3787; 
Sigma‑Aldrich, Merck KGaA) at the concentration of 
10 µmol/l for 4 h and then washed twice with PBS. Following 
the addition of 2 ml DMEM (Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc.), the cells were irradiated for 5 sec with a wavelength of 
630 nm and an energy intensity of 10 mW/cm2 using a LED 
laser (Chongqing Jinyu Laser Technology Co., Ltd.).

Adenovirus transfection. The HUVECs were inoculated 
into six‑well plates at a density of 6x104 (care was taken to 
avoid clustering) and after 12 h, adenovirus AD‑ALK1‑RNAi 
(cat. no. 112177‑1; Shanghai Genechem Co., Ltd.; https://www.
genechem.com.cn/; AD‑ALK1‑RNAi (112177‑1)‑a, CCG GUC 
CAG AGA AGC CUA AAG UGA UCU CGA GAU CAC UUU AGG 
CUU CUC UGG AUU UUU G; AD‑ALK1‑RNAi (112177‑1)‑b, 
AAU UCA AAA AUC CAG AGA AGC CUA AAG UGA UCU CGA 
GAU CAC UUU AGG CUU CUC UGG A) and negative control 
virus CON098 (Shanghai Genechem Co., Ltd.) were added at 
a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 1,000. After 12 h, the solu‑
tion was changed and included MDA‑MB‑231 cell chambers for 
co‑culture and subsequent experiments. The transfection effi‑
ciency was determined by measuring the fluorescence intensity 
and RT‑qPCR.

Cell Counting Kit‑8 (CCK‑8) assay. The MDA‑MB‑231 
and HUVECs were co‑cultured at 5x104 cells/well in small 
chambers (BD Biosciences) and 24‑well plates to investigate 
the appropriate drug concentrations and light intensities, as 
well as the cellular activity of the four groups of inhibitors. 
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After 24 h, the medium of each well was discarded and 
700 µl CCK‑8 solution (cat. no. C0037; Beyotime Institute of 
Biotechnology) mixed with serum‑free DMEM was added to 
each well and the cells were further incubated for 1 h at 37˚C 
in 5% CO2 for a further 1 h. The optical densities (ODs) were 
measured using a microplate reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc.). Cell survival was calculated as follows: Cell survival 
(%)=(average OD of experimental group‑average OD of blank 
group)/(average OD of control group‑average OD of blank 
group) x100%. The wells in the blank group contained DMEM 
in CCK‑8 solution only.

Colony formation assay. The MDA‑MB‑231 and HUVECs 
were co‑cultured in small chambers and six‑well plates and 
treated with ALK1 inhibitor (K02288) and transfected with 
adenovirus, respectively. After 24 h, the HU‑231 cells were 
counted at 800 cells/well and inoculated into 12‑well plates. 
The culture was terminated when the appearance of colonies 
visible to the naked eye was observed. The colonies were fixed 
with 4% paraformaldehyde (cat. no. P0099; Beyotime Institute 
of Biotechnology) for 30 min at room temperature and stained 
with crystal violet solution (cat. no. C0121; Beyotime Institute 
of Biotechnology) for 30 min at room temperature. The colo‑
nies were photographed using an Android smartphone (Vivo 
X7 plus; Vivo Mobile Communication Co., Ltd.) and counted 
using ImageJ software (ImageJ 1.53k; National Institutes of 
Health).

Wound healing assay. The MDA‑MB‑231 cells and HUVECs 
were co‑cultured in small chambers and six‑well plates with 
serum‑free DMEM and treated with ALK1 inhibitor (K02288; 
3x105 cells/well) and transfected with adenovirus, respectively. 
Immediately following PDT, the cells in all groups were scored 
with a gun tip (10 µl). DiI cell membrane fluorescent probe 
orange‑red (cat. no. MB4240; Meilunbio Co., Ltd.) was then 
added for 10 min and the cells were washed in PBS. Images 
were obtained immediately at 0, 24 and 48 h later using a 
fluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss AG). The scratch areas 
were analysed using ImageJ software (ImageJ 1.53k; National 
Institutes of Health).

Migration and invasion assays. The HUVECs and 
MDA‑MB‑231 cells were co‑cultured at 5x104 cells/well in 
small chambers and 24‑well plates and 60 µl Matrigel gel 
(Corning, Inc.) diluted at 1:8 was added to the small chambers 
prior to cell inoculation (for the invasion assay). The cells were 
treated with ALK1 inhibitor (K02288) and PDT. Following 
24 h of co‑culture (MDA‑MB‑231 and HUVECs) in the 
adenovirus transfection group, the cells were removed from 
each well and inoculated into 24‑well Transwell chambers at 
5x104 cells/well for incubation at 37˚C. After 24 h, the cells 
that had not invaded the surface of the Transwell chambers in 
each group were cleared using cotton swabs, and the invading 
cells in the chambers were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 
for 30 min at room temperature, washed with PBS and stained 
with crystal violet for 30 min at room temperature. The migra‑
tion and invasion of the cells in the Transwells were observed 
using a Zeiss light microscope (Carl Zeiss AG). Cell counts 
were analysed using ImageJ software (ImageJ 1.53k; National 
Institutes of Health).

Tube formation assay. The MDA‑MB‑231 cells and HUVECs 
were co‑cultured in small chambers and six‑well plates and 
treated with ALK1 inhibitor (K02288) and transfected with 
adenovirus were incubated at 37˚C and 5% CO2 for 24 h. 
Following incubation, cells were inoculated on confocal dishes 
(BD Biosciences) with plates coated with 200 µl Matrigel at 
a concentration of 5x105 cells per well. Tubes were incubated 
at 37˚C and 5% CO2 for 9 h and then fixed with 4% para‑
formaldehyde for 30 min at room temperature, lysed with 
Triton‑X (cat. no. P0096; Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) 
for 15 min at room temperature, stained with phallacidin 
(cat. no. C2205S; Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) for 
30 min at room temperature, and then stained with DAPI 
(cat. no. C1002; Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) for 
20 min at room temperature. Tubes were photographed in five 
random microscope fields using a fluorescence microscope 
(Leica Microsystems GmbH). ImageJ Angiogenesis Analyzer 
software (ImageJ 1.53k; National Institutes of Health) was 
then used to analyse the raw images. In this process, a map 
of each imaging tube was generated and the number of nodes, 
junctions, branches and branch lengths were calculated using 
ImageJ software (ImageJ 1.53k; National Institutes of Health).

5‑Ethynyl‑2'‑deoxyuridine (EdU) assay. The MDA‑MB‑231 
cells and HUVECs were co‑cultured in small chambers and 
six‑well plates and treated with ALK1 inhibitor (K02288) and 
transfected with adenovirus. After 24 h, the HU‑231 cells were 
counted as 2x104 cells/well respectively and inoculated into 
confocal dishes. EdU assay was then performed using an EdU 
kit (cat. no. C0078S; Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) 
according to the manufacturer's protocol. The nuclei were 
stained with Hoechst 33342 for 10 min at room temperature. 
The cells were counted under a fluorescence microscope (Carl 
Zeiss AG).

Immunofluorescence staining. The HUVECs co‑cultured with 
the MDA‑MB‑231 cells were treated with ALK1 inhibitor 
(K02288) and transfected with adenovirus. After 24 h, the 
HU‑231 cells were counted as 2x104 cells/well respectively 
and inoculated into confocal dishes. After 24 h, the cells 
were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 
15 min. The samples were then blocked with Fast Blocking 
Solution (cat. no. p30500; New Cell & Molecular Biotech 
Co., Ltd.) for 30 min at room temperature. The cell were 
then incubated with primary antibody ALK1 (1:150 dilution; 
cat. no. ab68703; Abcam) overnight at 4˚C, followed by incu‑
bation with fluorescent secondary antibody goat anti‑rabbit 
(1:500 dilution; cat. no. SA00003; Proteintech Group, lnc.) 
for 1 h at room temperature. Subsequently, the cells were 
incubated with DAPI for 10 min at room temperature. Finally, 
fluorescence was detected using a fluorescence microscope 
(Leica Microsystems GmbH).

Reverse transcription‑quantitative PCR (RT‑qPCR). Total 
RNA was extracted using the SteadyPure Universal RNA 
Extraction kit according to the manufacturer's protocol 
[cat. no. AG21017; Accurate Biotechnology (Hunan) Co., Ltd.] 
and quantified spectrophotometrically using a NanoDrop 
spectrophotometer (NanoDrop; Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc.). The Evo M‑MLV Mix kit with gDNA Clean for qPCR 
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(cat. no. AG11728; Accurate Biotechnology (Hunan) Co., Ltd.) 
was used for reverse transcription(37˚C for 15 min and 85˚C 
for 5 sec). The primers used were the following: GAPDH 
forward, GCA CCG TCA AGG CTG AGA AC and reverse, TGG 
TGA AGA CGC CAG TGG A; ALK1 forward, CAG CCC ACG 
AAT CAT CTC CC and reverse, GTC CCC TGT CAC TCC ACT 
TC; inhibitor of DNA binding 1 (ID1) forward, ATC GCA TCT 
TGT GTC GCT GAA and reverse, ATT CCT CTT GCC CCC 
TGG AT; AKT forward, CTG TTC TTC CAC CTG TCC CG and 
reverse, TAA TGT GCC CGT CCT TGT CC. The SYBR‑Green 
Premix Pro Taq HS qPCR kit according to the manufac‑
turer's instructions (cat. no. AG11701; Accurate Biotechnology 
(Hunan) Co., Ltd.) and the CFX96™ real‑time PCR detection 
system (Bio‑Rad Laboratories, Inc.) were employed to perform 
qPCR under the following conditions: Initial hold at 95˚C 
for 30 sec, followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95˚C for 
5 sec and annealing/extension at 60˚C for 30 sec. The 2‑ΔΔCq 

method (23) was used to analyse the relative expression levels.

Western blot analysis. Cellular proteins were collected 
following 24 h of treatment in each group and all cells were 
lysed using RIPA lysis buffer (cat. no. P0013B; Beyotime 
Institute of Biotechnology) containing protease inhibitor and 
phosphatase inhibitor for 15 min on ice. The protein content 
was determined using a BCA protein assay kit (cat. no. P0012; 
Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology). Equal amounts of 
protein (20 µg) were subjected to SDS‑PAGE (12.5% gel) and 
then transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Invitrogen; 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) using the wet electroblot‑
ting system (Bio‑Rad Laboratories, Inc.). Subsequently, the 
membrane was blocked with 5% non‑fat milk (cat. no. P0216; 
Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) for 2 h at room tempera‑
ture, followed by overnight incubation at 4˚C with the respective 
primary antibodies: Rabbit polyclonal antibody (pAb) to ALK1 
(1:1,000 dilution; cat. no. ab68703; Abcam), rabbit monoclonal 
antibody (mAb) to phosphorylated (p‑)Smad1/5 (1:1,000 
dilution; cat. no. 9516T; Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.), 
rabbit mAb to Smad1 (1:1,000 dilution; cat. no. 6944T; Cell 
Signaling Technology, Inc.), rabbit pAb to ID1 (1:1,000 dilu‑
tion; cat. no. ab230679; Abcam), rabbit mAb to PI3K (1:1,000 
dilution; cat. no. 3011T; Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.), rabbit 
pAb to p‑PI3K (1:1,000 dilution; cat. no. bs‑6417R; Bioss), 
rabbit mAb to AKT (1:1,000 dilution; cat. no. 4685S; Cell 
Signaling Technology, Inc.), rabbit mAb to p‑AKT (1:1,000 
dilution; cat. no. 4060S; Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.) 
and rabbit mAb to β‑actin (1:2,000 dilution; cat. no. AC028; 
ABclonal, Inc.), followed by incubation with goat anti‑rabbit 
IgG secondary antibody (1:10,000 dilution; cat. no. ZB‑2301; 
Zsbio) for 1 h at room temperature. The immunoreactive bands 
were then visualised using the Fusion FX.EDGE (Vilber Bio 
Imaging). Visualisation was carried out using the new Super 
ECL assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.), which was then 
exposed to film and analysed using ImageJ software (ImageJ 
1.53k; National Institutes of Health).

Statistical analysis. Data are represented as the mean ± SD. 
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad 
Prism9 software (GraphPad Software Inc.). The differences 
between two groups were analysed using a Student's t‑test. 
Multiplegroup statistical comparisons were performed using 

oneway ANOVA with Tukey's multiplecomparisons test. 
The quantification of cell numbers, colony numbers, wound 
gap closure and western blot band integrated density were 
performed using ImageJ software (ImageJ 1.53k; National 
Institutes of Health). All experiments were performed in 
triplicate. P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically 
significant difference.

Results

Low‑dose PDT induces tumour angiogenesis and ALK1 
inhibitor reverses this effect. To establish a model of tumour 
angiogenesis induced by low‑dose PDT, CCK‑8 assay was used 
to detect the appropriate MPPa drug concentration and light 
intensity in the co‑culture system. As illustrated in Fig. 1A, the 
10 µmol/l MPPa concentration had no significant effect on cell 
viability, while 15 and 20 µmol/l MPPa significantly inhibited 
cell viability; therefore, the 10 µmol/l MPPa concentration 
was used in subsequent PDT experiments. Moreover, the 
cell viability was related to the light intensity, which was 10 
MPPa µmol/l. Furthermore, when the light energy density was 
0.04 J/cm2, the proliferative activity of the HU‑231 cells was the 
strongest (Fig. 1B); thus, this light intensity was used in subse‑
quent experiments. Additionally, when the concentration was 
5 µmol/l, K02288 (ALK1 inhibitor) had no significant effect 
on cell viability. However, at 10, 20 and 40 µmol/l, K02288 
decreased cell viability (Fig. 1C) in a concentration‑dependent 
manner. Therefore, in the subsequent experiments, 5 µmol/l 
K02288 was used. The results of CCK‑8 assay for the four 
groups of cells (the control, PDT, K02288 and PDT + K02288 
group) revealed that PDT combined with K02288 significantly 
inhibited HU‑231 cell viability compared with the control and 
PDT groups (Fig. 1D).

Furthermore, colony forming and EdU assays were used 
to detect the proliferative ability of the HU‑231 cells, which 
revealed that the colony number and proliferation rate of the 
low‑dose PDT group were significantly higher than those of 
the other groups. These findings indicated that low‑dose PDT 
enhanced the proliferative ability of the HU‑231 cells. There 
was no significant difference between the K02288 and the 
control group. However, the colony number and proliferation 
rate of the PDT + K02288 group were significantly reduced 
compared with the control group and PDT group, indicating 
that PDT combined with K02288 weakened the proliferative 
ability of the cells and reversed tumour angiogenesis induced 
by low‑dose PDT (Fig. 1E‑H).

The horizontal and vertical migratory abilities of the 
HU‑231 cells were determined using wound healing and 
Transwell migration assays, respectively. The results of the 
wound healing assay (Fig. 2A and B) revealed that the wound 
healing rate of the low‑dose PDT group at 24 and 48 h was 
significantly higher than that of the control group, indicating 
that low‑dose PDT enhanced the horizontal migratory ability 
of the HU‑231 cells. However, the migration area was signifi‑
cantly reduced following combination treatment with K02288, 
which weakened the horizontal migratory ability of the cells. 
The Transwell migration assay (Fig. 2C and D) revealed that 
the number of migrating cells in the low‑dose PDT group was 
significantly higher than that in the other groups, indicating 
that low‑dose PDT enhanced the vertical migratory ability of 
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Figure 1. Effect of PDT on the viability and proliferation of HU‑231 cells. (A) Effects of various photosensitizer (MPPa) concentrations (5, 10, 15 and 
20 µmol/l) on the viability of HU‑231 cells. (B) Effects of different activin receptor‑like kinase‑1 inhibitor (K02288) concentrations (2.5, 5, 10, 20 and 
40 µmol/l) on HU‑231 cell viability. (C) Cell viability under different light intensities (1.6, 3.2, 4, 8, 16 and 24 x10‑2 J/cm2). (D) Cell viability of the control 
group, PDT group, K02288 group and PDT + K02288 group. (E and F) Cell proliferation of the control, PDT, K02288 and PDT + K02288 groups (scale 
bars, 200 µm). (G and H): Proliferative ability of the cells in the four groups. The red colour represents the proliferating cells stained with EdU, and the blue 
colour represents all cells stained with Hoechst 33342 (scale bars, 20 µm). *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 and ****P<0.0001. PDT, photodynamic therapy; MPPa, 
pyropheophorbide‑a methyl ester.
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the HUVECs co‑cultured with MDA‑MB‑231 cells. However, 
following combination treatment with K02288, the number of 
migrating cells was significantly reduced, which weakened the 
vertical migratory ability of the cells.

Transwell invasion assay (Fig. 2E and F) also revealed 
that the number of invasive cells in the low‑dose PDT group 
was significantly higher than that in the other groups, indi‑
cating that low‑dose PDT enhanced the invasive ability of 
the HU‑231 cells. However, following combination treatment 

with K02288, the number of invasive cells was significantly 
reduced, which weakened the invasive ability of cells and 
reversed the promoting effects of low‑dose PDT on tumour 
vascular invasion.

Furthermore, the tube formation assay (Fig. 2G‑J) 
revealed that the tube‑forming length, tube‑forming node and 
tube‑forming ring number of the low‑dose PDT group were 
significantly higher than those of the other groups, indicating 
that low‑dose PDT enhanced the tube‑forming ability of the 

Figure 2. Effects of low‑dose PDT on the migration, invasion and tubular formation of HU‑231 cells. (A and B) Horizontal migratory ability of the cells in 
the control, PDT, K02288 and PDT + K02288 groups at 0, 24 and 48 h (scale bars, 200 µm). (C and D) Vertical migratory ability of the cells in the control, 
PDT, K02288 and PDT + K02288 groups (scale bars, 200 µm). (E and F) Invasive ability of the cells in the control, PDT, K02288 and PDT + K02288 groups 
(scale bars, 200 µm). (G‑J) Ability of the cells to form tubes in the control, PDT, K02288 and PDT + K02288 groups (scale bars, 200 µm). *P<0.05, **P<0.01, 
***P<0.001 and ****P<0.0001. PDT, photodynamic therapy.
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HU‑231 cells. However, following combination treatment with 
K02288, the tube‑forming length, tube‑forming node and 
tube‑forming ring number were significantly reduced, which 
weakened the tube‑forming ability of the cells. It also reversed 
the effects induced by low‑dose PDT, wherein the tube‑forming 
ability of the tumour blood vessels was enhanced.

Low‑dose PDT induces tumour angiogenesis and ALK1 
knockdown reverses this effect. Colony formation and EdU 
assays were used to detect the proliferative ability of the 
HU‑231 cells. The colony number and proliferation rate of the 
low‑dose PDT group were significantly higher than those of 
the other groups. Moreover, a significant difference between 
the Ad‑ALK1 group and the control group was observed, 
indicating that the knockdown of the ALK1 gene inhibited 
cell proliferation. After PDT was combined with Ad‑ALK1, 
the colony number and proliferation rate significantly differed 
from those of the control group and PDT group, which 
severely weakened the cell proliferative ability and reversed 
the promoting effects on tumour angiogenesis induced by 
low‑dose PDT (Fig. 3).

The horizontal and vertical migratory abilities of the 
HU‑231 cells were analysed using wound healing and 
Transwell migration assays, respectively. The wound healing 
assay (Fig. 4A and B) revealed that the wound healing rate 
of the low‑dose PDT group at 24 and 48 h was significantly 
higher than that of the control group. There was no significant 
difference between the Ad‑ALK1 group and the control group. 
However, the migration area of the PDT + Ad‑ALK1 group 
was significantly reduced compared with that of the control 
and PDT groups, indicating the severely weakened horizontal 
migratory ability of the cells. Moreover, the effects induced by 
low‑dose PDT were reversed, wherein the horizontal migra‑
tory ability of new tumour blood vessels was enhanced. The 
Transwell migration assay (Fig. 4C and D) also revealed that 
the number of migrating cells in the low‑dose PDT group was 
significantly higher than that in the other groups. However, 
compared with the and PDT groups, the number of migrating 
cells in the PDT + Ad‑ALK1 group was significantly reduced, 
which weakened the vertical migratory ability of the cells. 
It further reversed the effects of low‑dose PDT, wherein the 
vertical migratory ability of new tumour vessels was enhanced.

Transwell invasion assay (Fig. 4E and F) revealed that 
the number of invasive cells in the low‑dose PDT group 
was significantly higher than that in other groups. However, 
compared with the control and PDT groups, the number of 
invasive cells in the PDT + Ad‑ALK1 group was significantly 
reduced, which weakened the invasive ability of cells and 
reversed the effect induced by low‑dose PDT, wherein the 
invasive ability of new tumour blood vessels was enhanced.

The tube formation assay (Fig. 4G‑J) demonstrated 
that the tube length, tube node and tube ring number of the 
low‑dose PDT group were significantly higher than those of 
the other groups, indicating that low‑dose PDT enhanced the 
tube‑forming ability of the HU‑231 cells. However, the tube 
length, tube node and tube ring number of the PDT + Ad‑ALK1 
group were significantly reduced compared with the control 
and PDT groups, indicating the suppressed tube‑forming 
ability of the cells. It also reversed the effect induced by 
low‑dose PDT, wherein tumour angiogenesis was enhanced.

Involvement of the ALK1‑Smad1/5‑ID1 pathway in low‑dose 
PDT‑induced tumour angiogenesis. The aforementioned 
experiments verified that ALK1 was involved in the enhance‑
ment of HU‑231 cell activity, proliferation, migration, 
invasion and tube formation abilities of the tumours induced 
by low‑dose PDT. Furthermore, to elucidate the role of ALK1 
in the enhancement of HU‑231 cell activity and the ability of 
proliferation, migration, invasion and tube formation induced 
by low‑dose PDT, the gene level changes (Fig. 5A and C) of 
ALK1 and ID1 in the control, low‑dose PDT, K02288 and 
PDT + K02288 groups at 0, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 24 h following 
treatment were detected using RT‑qPCR. In the low‑dose 
PDT group, ALK1 expression was significantly increased 
(Fig. 5A) compared to that in the control group at 2 h following 
treatment. No significant differences were observed at the 
other time points. Furthermore, ID1 expression significantly 
decreased in the K02288 group and PDT + K02288 group, 
apart from the time point of 0 h (Fig. 5C). In addition, the 
gene level changes of ALK1 and ID1 were also detected at 
2 h following adenovirus transfection and ALK1 knockdown. 
The results revealed that both ALK1 and ID1 expression 
levels were significantly elevated in the PDT group compared 
with the control group, while the decrease in ALK1 and ID1 
expression levels in the Ad‑ALK1 and PDT + Ad‑ALK1 
groups were significant compared to the control group 
(Fig. 5B and D).

These findings indicated that during PDT‑induced 
tumour angiogenesis, the expression of ALK1 was signifi‑
cantly increased at 2 h, and that of its downstream molecule, 
ID1, was significantly decreased following treatment with 
ALK1 inhibitor (at 2, 3, 6, 10 and 24 h) or ALK1 knockdown 
(2 h).

Subsequently, using immunofluorescence to detect the 
content of ALK1 in HU‑231 cells, the fluorescence intensity 
of the PDT group was observed to be significantly stronger 
than that of the control group, while the fluorescence intensity 
significantly decreased following combination treatment with 
PDT with K02288 (Fig. 6A and B).

Western blot analyses also revealed that the expression of 
ALK1, p‑Smad1/5 and ID1 was upregulated in the low‑dose 
PDT group, whereas it was inhibited following combination 
treatment with PDT with K02288. Following the adenovirus 
knockdown of ALK1, the levels of ALK1, p‑Smad1/5 and ID1 
were also significantly decreased compared with the control, 
negative control and PDT groups (Fig. 5C‑J).

Furthermore, the tumour angiogenesis induced by low‑dose 
PDT may have been attributed to the significant increase in 
the expression of ALK1, p‑Smad1/5 and ID1. After PDT was 
combined with inhibitor drugs or adenovirus, the expression 
of the aforementioned molecules was significantly decreased, 
confirming that tumour angiogenesis induced by low‑dose 
PDT may be related to this pathway.

The PI3K/AKT pathway is not involved in low‑dose 
PDT‑induced tumour angiogenesis. To determine whether 
tumour angiogenesis induced by low‑dose PDT is related to the 
PI3K/AKT pathway in addition to the classic Smad pathway, 
the gene level changes of AKT after the combined application 
of ALK1 inhibitor (K02288) or the adenovirus knockdown 
of ALK1 was detected using RT‑qPCR. AKT expression 
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exhibited no significant change in each group at the different 
time points (Fig. 7A and B).

Similarly, western blot analyses further revealed no 
significant changes in the PI3K/AKT total protein and phos‑
phorylation levels (Fig. 7C and D) when PDT was used at a 

low dose alone or in combination with the ALK1 inhibitor, 
K02288. Moreover, following adenovirus knockdown, AKT 
phosphorylation was enhanced, while the PI3K and p‑PI3K 
levels were not significantly altered, which was consistent 
with the observations of the inhibitor group (Fig. 7E‑G). 

Figure 3. Effects of low‑dose PDT on the viability and proliferation of HU‑231 cells. (A and B) Cell proliferative ability of the cells in the control group, NC 
group, PDT group, Ad‑ALK1 group and PDT + Ad‑ALK1 group. (C and D) Proliferative ability of the cells in the five groups. The red colour represents the 
proliferating cells stained with EdU, and the blue colour represents all cells stained with Hoechst 33342 (scale bars, 30 µm. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 and ***P<0.001. 
NC, negative control; Ad, adenovirus; PDT, photodynamic therapy; ALK1, activin receptor‑like kinase‑1.
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Subsequently, the PI3K inhibitor, LY294002, was used to 
verify whether low‑dose PDT‑induced tumour vascular prolif‑
eration was associated with PI3K/AKT signalling pathway. 
The appropriate drug concentration was first screened using 

CCK‑8 assay and no significant effect was observed on cell 
viability at the concentration of 10 µmol/l (Fig. 7H); thus, this 
concentration was subsequently used for the subsequent western 
blotting experiments. In the western blot analysis, the protein 

Figure 4. Effects of low‑dose PDT on the migration, invasion and tubular formation of HU‑231 cells. (A and B) Horizontal migratory ability of the cells in the 
control group, NC group, PDT group, Ad‑ALK1 group and PDT + Ad‑ALK1 group at 0, 24 and 48 h (scale bars, 200 µm). (C and D) Vertical migration of the 
cells in the control, NC, PDT, Ad‑ALK1 and PDT + Ad‑ALK1 groups (scale bars, 200 µm). (E and F): Vertical invasion of the cells in the control, NC, PDT, 
Ad‑ALK1 and PDT + Ad‑ALK1 groups (scale bars, 200 µm). (G‑J) Ability of the cells to form tubes in the control, NC, PDT, Ad‑ALK1 and PDT + Ad‑ALK1 
groups (scale bars, 200 µm). *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 and ****P<0.0001. NC, negative control; Ad, adenovirus; PDT, photodynamic therapy; ALK1, activin 
receptor‑like kinase‑1.
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expression of AKT, p‑AKT, PI3K and p‑PI3K was measured in 
four groups (control, PDT, LY294002 and PDT + LY294002 
group) (Fig. 7I‑K). The expression of p‑PI3K and p‑AKT in 
the LY294002 and PDT + LY294002 groups was significantly 
decreased compared with the control group and there was no 
significant difference between the two groups; similarly, there 
was no significant difference in the expression of p‑PI3K and 
p‑AKT between the PDT group and the control group. This 
suggests that the PI3K /AKT pathway may not be involved in 
tumour angiogenesis induced by low‑dose PDT.

Discussion

PDT has unique advantages, such as minimal invasiveness, 
low systemic toxicity and no drug resistance (20). The main 
principle of PDT in cancer treatment includes the systemic 
or local application of a non‑toxic photosensitive dye, a 
photosensitizer. Following the selective aggregation of the 
photosensitizer in tumours, the photosensitizer is stimulated 
by visible light at an appropriate wavelength. The presence 
of oxygen in cells and tissues leads to the production of cyto‑
toxic substances and the activation of signalling pathways, 

thereby causing cell death and tumour tissue destruction (24). 
However, due to the specificity of tumour blood vessels, the 
concentration of photosensitizer accumulation in the tumour 
is low. Moreover, the light intensity decreases with the depth 
of the tumour. In addition, the tumour resides in a hypoxic 
condition, which causes PDT to affect the deep part of the 
tumour in a low‑dose state (8). Subsequently, the induced 
oxidative stress and cell damage activate the tumour cell 
survival‑promoting signalling pathway (25). This may be 
a potential reason for the poor response of PDT to some 
tumours and tumour regrowth following PDT treatment (26). 
Previous research has reported that low‑dose PDT not only 
affects cell proliferation and differentiation, but also has a 
tumour‑protecting effect (27,28), and improves the tumori‑
genic potential of cells (29). In vivo studies have also found 
that low‑dose PDT increases the proliferation of cerebral 
vascular endothelial cells in nude mice (30). Therefore, the 
present study focused on the effects of low‑dose PDT on the 
tumour vascular endothelium.

Herein, to better simulate the tumour intravascular envi‑
ronment in vivo, HUVECs co‑cultured with breast cancer cell 
line MB‑231 (HU‑231 cells) were used as the research object. 

Figure 5. Expression of ALK1 and ID1 at different time points in each group. (A) Expression of ALK1 at different time points (0, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 24 h) in 
the control, PDT, K02288 and PDT + K02288 groups. (B) Expression of ALK1 at 2 h in the control, NC, PDT, Ad‑ALK1 and PDT + Ad‑ALK1 groups. 
(C) Expression of ID1 at different time points (0, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 24 h) in the control, PDT, K02288 and PDT + K02288 groups. (D) Expression of ID1 at 2 h 
in the control, NC, PDT, Ad‑ALK1 and Ad‑ALK1 + PDT groups. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 and ****P<0.0001. NC, negative control; Ad, adenovirus; PDT, 
photodynamic therapy; ALK1, activin receptor‑like kinase‑1; ID1, inhibitor of DNA binding 1.
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The photosensitizer concentration (10 µmol/l), combined with 
the light intensity (0.04 J/cm2) that can significantly increase 

the cell activity, was further used to simulate the tumour 
angiogenesis induced by low‑dose PDT. Consistently, in the 

Figure 6. The association between low‑dose PDT‑induced tumour angiogenesis and the ALK1‑Smad1/5‑ID1 pathway. (A and B) Expression of ALK1 in the 
control, PDT, K02288 and PDT + K02288 groups (scale bars, 50 µm). (C‑F) Expression of ALK1, Smad 1, p‑Smad1/5 and ID1 proteins in the control, PDT, 
K02288 and PDT + K02288 groups. (G‑J) Expression of ALK1, Smad 1, p‑Smad1/5 and ID1 proteins in the control, NC, PDT, Ad‑ALK1 and PDT + Ad‑ALK1 
groups. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 and ****P<0.0001. NC, negative control; Ad, adenovirus; p‑, phosphorylated; PDT, photodynamic therapy; ALK1, activin 
receptor‑like kinase‑1; ID1, inhibitor of DNA binding 1.
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present study, low‑dose PDT did indeed induce the prolifera‑
tion of tumour vascular endothelial cells and enhanced their 
migration, invasion and tube formation.

It has been demonstrated that ALK1 plays a key role 
in the regulation of physiological and pathological angio‑
genesis (31). In humans, ALK1 mutation can cause type II 

Figure 7. The association between tumour angiogenesis induced by low‑dose PDT and the PI3K/AKT pathway. (A) The expression of AKT in the control, PDT, 
K02288 and PDT + K02288 groups at different time points (0, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 24 h). (B) The expression of AKT at 2 h in the control, NC, PDT, Ad‑ALK1 and 
PDT + Ad‑ALK1 groups. (C and D) The protein expression of AKT, p‑AKT, PI3K and p‑PI3K in the control, PDT, K02288 and PDT + K02288 groups after 
24 h of treatment. (E‑G) The protein expression of AKT, p‑AKT, PI3K and p‑PI3K in the control, PDT, Ad‑ALK1 and PDT + Ad‑ALK1 groups after 24 h of 
treatment. (H) Effects of various PI3K inhibitor (LY294002) concentrations (5, 10, 20 and 40 µmol/l) on HU‑231 cell viability. (I‑K) Protein expression of 
AKT, p‑AKT, PI3K and p‑PI3K in the control, PDT, LY294002 and PDT + LY294002 groups after 24 h of treatment *P<0.05, **P<0.01 and ***P<0.001. ns, not 
significant (P>0.05); NC, negative control; Ad, adenovirus; p‑, phosphorylated; PDT, photodynamic therapy; ALK1, activin receptor‑like kinase‑1.
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hereditary haemorrhagic telangiectasia, which is character‑
ized by telangiectasia, arteriovenous malformations and 
periodic bleeding (32). In a genetic study on mice, ALK1 
gene mutation was observed to induce the death of mice 
at the embryonic stage, owing to vascular malformations, 
such as excessive fusion of capillary plexus and excessive 
expansion of large blood vessels (33). It has been demon‑
strated that the deletion of ALK1 not only inhibits the 
proliferation and migration of endothelial cells, but also the 
differentiation and maturation of vascular smooth muscle 
cells and the recruitment to the original vascular network 
formed by endothelial cells (34). Therefore, the role of 
ALK1 in tumour angiogenesis induced by low‑dose PDT 
was explored herein.

The present study observed that in the co‑culture of 
MDA‑MB‑231 breast cancer cell and HUVECs, after low‑dose 
PDT was combined with ALK1 inhibitor (K02288) or the 

adenovirus knockdown of ALK1, the significantly enhanced 
proliferation, migration, invasion and tubulogenesis induced by 
low‑dose PDT were suppressed. However, the ALK1 mRNA 
and protein expression levels increased following low‑dose PDT 
treatment, particularly at 2 h after low‑dose PDT treatment. 
These findings thus indicated that tumour blood vessels were 
stimulated by stress after PDT treatment and the expression of 
ALK1 in endothelial cells was upregulated, thereby promoting 
the proliferation and migration of vascular endothelial cells and 
participating in PDT‑induced tumour angiogenesis. Therefore, 
the inhibition of ALK1 could enhance the efficacy of PDT 
in treating tumours. Based on pharmacological and genetic 
approaches, PDT was combined with K02288 or ALK1 knock‑
down, which revealed that the protein expression of ALK1 was 
significantly downregulated compared with the control and 
low‑dose PDT group. This may be attributed to the fact that 
K02288 is a competitive inhibitor. Furthermore, combining 

Figure 8. Pathway model of vascular hyperplasia induced by low‑dose PDT. As shown in the figure, the treatment of human umbilical vein endothelial 
cells co‑cultured with MDA‑MB‑231 breast cancer cells (termed HU‑231 cells) with low‑dose PDT led to endothelial cell proliferation in the co‑culture 
system, which may be related to the ALK1‑Smad1/5‑ID1 signalling pathway, but not to the PI3K/AKT pathway. PDT, photodynamic therapy; ALK1, activin 
receptor‑like kinase‑1.
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K02288 or ALK1 knockdown significantly inhibited cell 
viability, proliferation, migration, invasion and tube formation. 
Therefore, ALK1 can promote the proliferation, migration and 
luminal formation of tumour vascular endothelial cells induced 
by low‑dose PDT; however, the inhibition of related pathways 
can reduce the effects of low‑dose PDT.

As a member of the TGF‑β family, the classical signalling 
pathway of ALK1 is the Smad pathway. The binding of ALK1 
with the BMP9/10 receptor results in the sequential activa‑
tion of type II receptor BMPRII and type I receptor ALK1. 
This is then followed by the phosphorylation of Smad1 and 
Smad5 on their conservative C‑terminal SXS motif through 
ALK1. Once phosphorylated, Smad1, Smad5 and Smad4 form 
heterotrimeric complexes and translocate to the nucleus (35), 
where they activate the transcription of downstream target 
genes, such as ID1, ID3, transmembrane protein 100 and other 
target genes. Subsequently, downstream angiogenic factors 
are activated, thereby regulating endothelial cell proliferation, 
migration and lumen formation, and regulating angiogen‑
esis (17,36,37).

The present study observed that following low‑dose PDT, 
the expression of ALK1, p‑Smad1/5 and ID1 was upregulated. 
After combining PDT with K02288 and the adenovirus 
knockdown of ALK1, the expression of the aforementioned 
three genes was significantly reduced. This finding confirms 
that ALK1‑Smad1/5‑ID1, a classic SMAD pathway, may be 
involved in the low‑dose PDT‑induced vascular proliferation.

In addition to regulating the Smad pathway, ALK1 can 
also affect the function of the vascular endothelium through 
the non‑Smad pathway, such as the PI3K and AKT pathway. 
Moreover, in a previous study, the knockout of BMP‑9 receptor 
ALK1 in non‑small cell lung cancer was reported to inhibit 
the growth of A549 cells in vitro and in vivo, which was 
related to the PI3K/Akt and Smad1/5 signalling pathways (38). 
In another study, in hereditary haemorrhagic telangiectasia 
type 2, PI3K/AKT signal transduction increased when ALK1 
was absent (39). Additionally, after reducing the binding of 
BMP‑9 and ALK1 in osteosarcoma, the PI3K/AKT pathway 
was activated (40). In the present study, it was observed that the 
phosphorylation of PI3K and AKT in the low‑dose PDT group 
was not significantly altered. After using the PI3K inhibitor, 
LY294002, the results revealed that the expression of p‑PI3K 
and p‑AKT in the LY294002 group and PDT + LY294002 
group was significantly decreased compared with the control 
group, and there was no significant difference between the 
two groups; similarly, there was no significant difference in 
the expression of p‑PI3K and p‑AKT between the PDT group 
and the control group. Furthermore, the results of RT‑qPCR 
and western blot analysis revealed that there was no significant 
effect on the PI3K/AKT pathway, indicating that PDT induced 
changes in ALK1 to promote vascular proliferation, which was 
not through the PI3K/AKT pathway. Notably, it was also found 
that AKT phosphorylation increased after the adenovirus 
knockdown of ALK1, which may be due to the blocking of 
BMP9 signal transduction after the ALK1 knockdown. It was 
also observed to regulate the location and activity of PTEN, a 
lipid phosphatase upstream of PI3K‑AKT, thus activating the 
PI3K‑AKT pathway (39). The PI3K/Akt signalling pathway 
promotes tumour angiogenesis by affecting various angiogenic 
factors and plays a critical role in tumour development (41). 

Based on the findings of the present study, ALK1 gene therapy 
is not recommended in the future strategy of tumour PDT 
combined with anti‑ALK1, owing to its activation of the 
PI3K/AKT pathway that could lead to vascular proliferation 
and tumour recurrence. However, a limitation of the present 
study is that no experiments were performed using inhibitors 
of Smad1/5, ID1 and AKT to fully validate the pathway.

In conclusion, the present study observed that low‑dose 
PDT enhanced the activity of tumour vascular endothelial 
cells and their ability to proliferate, migrate, invade and form 
tubes. However. when PDT was combined with ALK1 inhib‑
itor or Ad‑ALK1 treatment, the aforementioned changes were 
reversed. Additionally, ALK1 participates in PDT‑induced 
tumour angiogenesis by activating the Smad1/5‑ID1 pathway, 
as opposed to the PI3K/AKT pathway (illustrated in Fig. 8). 
To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first to 
demonstrate that ALK1 is involved in PDT‑induced tumour 
angiogenesis and provides a theoretical basis for the combina‑
tion of PDT with anti‑ALK1 treatment and has strong clinical 
significance. However, another limitation of the present study 
is the lack of in vivo experiments. The authors aim to conduct 
further research on other tumour cells and also perform in vivo 
studies to verify these results in the future.
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